For a parasite evolving in a spatially structured environment, an evolutionarily advantageous strategy may be to reduce its transmission rate or infectivity. We demonstrate this empirically using bacteriophage (phage) from an evolution experiment where spatial structure was maintained over 550 phage generations on agar plates. We found that a single substitution in the major capsid protein led to slower adsorption of phage to host cells with no change in lysis time or burst size. Plaques formed by phage isolates containing this mutation were not only larger but also contained more phage per unit area. Using a spatially explicit, individual-based model, we showed that when there is a trade-off between adsorption and diffusion (i.e. less 'sticky' phage diffuse further), slow adsorption can maximize plaque size, plaque density and overall productivity. These findings suggest that less infective pathogens may have an advantage in spatially structured populations, even when well-mixed models predict that they will not.
Introduction
Spatial structure plays an important role in shaping the ecological and evolutionary dynamics of many natural populations [1, 2] . A number of theoretical and experimental studies have shown that conditions of restricted migration and/or limited dispersal lead to localized competition, increased diversity and slower adaptation through selective sweeps [3] [4] [5] . An understanding of how structure affects these dynamics is vital in making predictions about the evolution and spread of pathogens and has important implications for human health.
Classical infectious disease theory based on mass-action models predicts that a parasite will evolve to maximize its basic reproductive ratio R 0 (the number of secondary infections resulting from a single infected individual in a population of susceptibles) [6] . This fitness measure is dependent on a number of factors, including parasite infectivity and virulence, host recovery rate and density of susceptible hosts. There is now a large body of theoretical work which shows that spatial structure significantly impacts the evolution of parasite life-history traits and affects predictions of disease spread (e.g. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] ). In a simulation study using a spatial SIR model (where S ¼ susceptible, I ¼ infective, R ¼ removed), Wei & Krone [11] showed that the fate of a mutant in a structured environment depends on a ratio of infectivity to virulence that is different from predictions for a well-mixed environment. Rand et al. [10] used a generic host-pathogen model and showed that while infectivity evolves to the maximum possible value in a well-mixed system, it reaches a critical, finite value in a spatially structured world. Similar results were found with lattice-based SIR models by Boots, Haraguchi and Sasaki [7, 9] . One intuitive explanation provided by these authors was that low infectivity leads to an increase in the local density of susceptible hosts, while high infectivity strains rapidly exploit local susceptibles causing infected individuals to 'self-shade' by surrounding themselves with other infected individuals [7, 9] .
However, evidence of such phenotypic evolution owing to spatial structure in natural and experimentally evolved populations has been relatively scarce, aside & 2013 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved. from a few recent exceptions. Boots & Mealor [12] tested the theory of reduced infectivity in spatial structure using an insect larval virus where hosts move through a medium whose viscosity was experimentally controlled. They found that the infectivity of the virus was the lowest in the most viscous environment (highest degree of spatial structuring). Kerr and co-workers [13] used a robotic liquid-handling system to control migration rate between wells in a 96-well plate to simulate a metapopulation structure and found that restricted migration favours less competitive or 'prudent' parasites that are characterized by lower infectivity and virulence.
Bacteriophages ( phages) are useful systems for observing the dynamics of adaptation through experimental evolution, and many parallels can be drawn between phage evolution and disease evolution [14] . For example, measures of the rate of (irreversible) adsorption of phage to the surface of host cells [15] can be considered analogous to pathogen infectivity (the rate at which susceptible hosts becomes infected) [13] . We can therefore use phages as model systems to investigate the effects of changes in life-history traits on parasite fitness. When provided with an unlimited supply of hosts, phage fitness is determined completely by three phenotypes: adsorption rate, burst size and lysis time [16] . When mixed with host cells growing as a lawn on agar plates, lytic phages produce clearings called plaques, which serve as models for population growth in a spatially structured environment [17, 18] . Plaque size and the concentration of phage within the plaque (which we call plaque density) can be used as measures of phage fitness [19, 20] , and we can therefore link changes in life-history parameters, such as adsorption rate, lysis time and burst size to fitness, to determine what phenotypes (if any) are optimal in a spatially structured environment [21, 22] . Using sequence data, we can also attempt to find the genetic basis of phenotypic changes by comparing sequences of ancestral and derived strains [23, 24] .
In this work, we investigate the effect of spatial structure on the evolution of pathogen life-history traits with a joint theoretical-experimental approach using a lytic phage of Escherichia coli. Sampling from a phage population that had been spatially evolved by serial passaging on agar plates for over 500 generations, we first determined the phenotypic components of fitness in selected isolates. We found that isolates with a particular single amino acid change in the major capsid protein F showed significantly slower adsorption with no change in lysis time and burst size, and these isolates had significantly higher fitness on plates. This substitution was found at high frequency in multiple replicate-evolved populations, suggesting that it is adaptive. We then used a mathematical model to examine whether slower adsorption alone can lead to higher fitness in a spatial setting, and what trade-offs (e.g. between adsorption and diffusion) and ecological factors (e.g. density of susceptible hosts) may be associated with these phenotypic changes, which appear to have a relatively simple genetic basis. Finally, we discuss the implications of these results in the context of disease evolution.
Material and methods (a) Strains and culture conditions
We used a strain of phage ID11 [25] (GenBank accession no. AY751298.1), a G4-like single-stranded DNA virus from the family Microviridae, with a genome 5577 nt long encoding 11 genes. The host bacterium used was E. coli C, obtained from Holly Wichman (University of Idaho, Moscow). All phage assays were performed at 338C, which is optimal for ID11 with E. coli C [26] . At this temperature, ID11 forms visible plaques after approximately 3 h of incubation.
The phage strains analysed in this work were obtained from the endpoint of an experiment where an ancestral strain of ID11 (labelled Anc, see the electronic supplementary material) was evolved by serial passaging on agar plates for 50 transfers, which corresponds to approximately 550 phage generations. The derived strains (labelled Iso1 and Iso2) were obtained by sampling a small square region from one of the replicate-evolved populations, selecting single plaques and looking for a specific mutation in protein F (F378; table 1), which was detected at high frequency in the evolved population. Iso1 had this substitution alone, whereas Iso2 was found to have two mutations in F (F378 and F184). We also assayed the subpopulation from which the samples were obtained (labelled Pop) to determine the 'averaged' phenotypes and fitness of the phage population sampled from the square. More details about culture conditions, sequencing and the evolution experiment from which the derived strains were obtained can be found in the electronic supplementary material.
(b) Phenotypic assays
To investigate the phenotypic effects of the mutations, we performed assays to measure adsorption rate, lysis curve, plaque size and plaque density. The two isolates (Iso1 and Iso2), the population from the square (Pop) and the ancestor (Anc) were assayed in parallel. All assays were replicated between three and seven times and error bars in all figures represent +1 s.e.m.
(i) Adsorption rate assay
To determine differences in adsorption between the different strains, approximately 5 Â 10 5 phage particles were added to an Erlenmeyer flask containing 10 ml of prewarmed (to 338C) phage 21 of E. coli C in a shaking water bath at 200 r.p.m. After adding phage (t ¼ 0), samples of approximately 600 ml were drawn at t ¼ 30 s, 1 min 30 s and 2 min 30 s using 1 ml sterile disposable syringes and immediately passed through a sterile 0.2 mm cellulose acetate filter (VWR International, Radnor, PA, USA) to separate unattached phage from cells and adsorbed phage. The filtrate was plated using standard techniques (see the electronic supplementary material) to determine the number of unadsorbed phage in the solution.
(ii) Lysis curve Phage were pre-adsorbed to cells by adding 10 6 phage to 1 ml of CaCl 2 -supplemented LB broth containing approximately 2 Â 10 8 cells at 148C and incubating for 1 h. After 1 h, adsorbed phage were pelletted with cells by centrifuging the mixture at 13 000 r.p.m. for 5 min in a cold room. The pellet was re-suspended in 1 ml of cold LB broth and added to 9 ml of broth that had been prewarmed to 338C in a shaking water bath at 200 r.p.m., causing synchronized ejection [27] 
(iii) Plaque size
Plaque size was determined by plating phage using dilutions that produced between 10 and 30 plaques per plate and taking digital photographs after 6 h of incubation at 338C. The dilution was chosen to minimize the number of overlapping plaques and a longer incubation period was chosen so that plaques were large and clear enough to be analysed. Images were analysed using the IMAGEJ software [28] with the ABSNAKE plug-in [29] . Images were contrast-corrected and converted to greyscale before applying the plug-in on non-overlapping plaques; the ABSNAKE plug-in performs semi-automatic edge detection to trace individual plaque boundaries. The diameter for each plaque was computed using the measured area of the plaque, and then converted from pixels to mm by using the outer diameter of the Petri dish to determine the scale for each image. The plaques were sorted by diameter and the 20 largest plaques for each line were used in the analysis.
(iv) Plaque density
We use the term plaque density to refer to the concentration of phage within a small circular region within a single plaque (similar to plaque productivity in [30] ). Phage were plated using dilutions that produced between 10 and 50 plaques per plate. After incubating the plates at 338C for 3 h, agar plugs were pulled from the centres of non-overlapping plaques using a Pasteur pipette with an inner diameter of approximately 1 mm (Fisher Scientific). Plugs were dropped into 750 ml of LB broth containing three to four drops of chloroform. Cell debris was removed by centrifuging the mixture at 13 000 r.p.m. for 4 min and extracting the supernatant. After sitting overnight at 48C to allow titres to stabilize, samples of the supernatant were drawn and plated using appropriate dilutions to determine phage titre in plaque forming units (PFU) per millilitre. This concentration provides an estimate of the number of viable phage within the area sampled in the plaque.
(c) Mathematical model
We have developed a spatially explicit, individual-based stochastic model that incorporates key aspects of phage and host life cycles, to examine how changes in phage phenotypes affect fitness. Our model belongs to a class of models known as interacting particle systems or asynchronously updated probabilistic cellular automata [1, 31] . Simulations were run on a 200 Â 200 grid of sites; each site on the grid can be empty or occupied by a single bacterial host cell and/or one or more phage. A host cell can be in one of the following states: uninfected (susceptible to infection by phage), infected or lysed. The state of the host cell and the population of phage at a site change probabilistically according to rates of various life-cycle events, such as adsorption (attachment), lysis and host cell division. These rates determine the 'wait time' at the site (the time taken for the site to change its state) which is a random variable whose mean is equal to reciprocal of the corresponding rate.
Phage are either 'free' (phage that have not yet infected a host cell) or 'replicating' (phage that have infected a cell and are undergoing replication within a host cell). When free phage are present at a site occupied by a susceptible cell, the cell becomes infected at a rate that depends on the attachment time of the phage, i.e. the total time taken for a phage to successfully infect the host cell (irreversible adsorption). If an attachment event does not occur, free phage at the focal site are distributed randomly within a 3 Â 3 neighbourhood using a two-dimensional truncated, discretized Gaussian kernel, i.e. the number of phage at a site with coordinates (x,y) relative to the focal site is given by P focal G(x,y), where P focal is the number of phage currently at the focal site and G(x,y) is given by figure S3 ). After a length of time defined as the latent period or lysis time (L), the infected cell lyses and progeny phage are scattered within a 3 Â 3 neighbourhood of the focal site to begin new infection cycles or diffuse across the grid. At each lysis event, the burst size (B) is determined using the equation
ð2:2Þ
where E represents the end of the eclipse period (the earliest time that viable phage progeny are seen within the infected cell). This linear relationship between burst size and lysis time was described by Wang et al. [21] and has been subsequently used in a number of phage models [14, 22, 23] . We assume that the number of intracellular phage cannot increase indefinitely [21, 23] and that there is a maximum possible burst size of 200 progeny per infected cell. This maximum was an estimate based on observations of our lysis time/burst size assays, where we found that our ID11 strains had mean burst sizes of about 110 with s.e. of approximately 10 for n ¼ 6 replicate assays per strain. Uninfected host cells undergo division at a rate that depends on the doubling time of the host. This rate is scaled according to the number of vacant sites within a 5 Â 5 neighbourhood of the focal site to simulate local Monod-like density dependence [32] , so that cells which are surrounded by more vacant sites divide faster. Daughter cells are placed in the immediate neighbourhood of the focal site and division is suppressed if all sites in the neighbourhood are occupied. For simplicity, we assume that infected cells do not undergo normal cell division. We also assume the following: infected cells do not lyse during eclipse; mutations that occur in the phage during the incubation period do not significantly affect life-history parameters in the model; the host does not become resistant to phage infection; and the effect of multiple infection of a single host is negligible.
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Simulations start with a single infected cell at the centre of the grid. The remaining sites contain uninfected cells and vacant sites, depending on the starting host density (varied as described below). Sites are updated in random order according to the rules described above, and the simulation runs for approximately 7 Â 10 6 time steps, to simulate an incubation of 3 h (see the electronic supplementary material). Cell and phage populations are recorded every 40 000 simulation steps to track population dynamics and the size of the plaque formed is determined at the end of the simulation. The model was developed in R [33] and simulations were run five times for each parameter combination. R-scripts for the model can be downloaded from http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.745810.
(d) Simulation set-up and parameters
To determine whether a difference in attachment alone can lead to increases in fitness, we used the model to simulate the growth of a single plaque on the grid. Parameters used in the simulation were either obtained from experiments or were estimates based on other similar phages, for example wX174. Lysis time (L) was drawn from a truncated normal distribution between L min ¼ 14 min and L max ¼ 20 min with a mean of 17 min and s.d. 1 min. These values were obtained from the lysis curves of Anc, Iso1 and Iso2, based on the start of lysis, the beginning of the plateau and the midpoint of these two values (figure 1b). Eclipse (E) was drawn from a normal distribution with mean of 11.3 min and s.d. 0.7 min. This was an estimate obtained from the observation that the closely related phage wX174 spends approximately 70% of its latent period (the time between adsorption and lysis) in eclipse [34] . At each lysis event, the burst size (B) was determined using equation (2.2) , and the constant of proportionality R was drawn from a normal distribution whose mean and standard deviation were chosen such that the average burst size obtained was between 100 and 120. This corresponds to the approximate start of the plateaus in the lysis curves. The adsorption rate, expressed as a probability of attachment of phage when a site contains free phage and cells or debris, was varied between p att ¼ 0.025 and 0.75; and the starting density of the host (H ) was varied between 0.1 and 1 (representing the fraction of total grid sites occupied by uninfected host cells at the start of the simulation). To decouple the effects of host density from host population growth, the simulations were performed with static (no host cell division) and dynamic (uninfected cells divide at a rate of three doublings per hour) host populations.
Results (a) Evolved phage adsorb more slowly than the ancestor
In the adsorption assays, we found that when ancestral phage were mixed with host cells at low multiplicities of infection Differences in adsorption rate computed using the method of Crill et al. [35] showed the same trends (see the electronic supplementary material).
(b) No significant differences in lysis curves
Lysis curves of evolved phage were compared against the ancestor by looking at PFU per millilitre at each time point relative to the starting concentration ( figure 1b) . No significant differences were found when the lysis curves of Iso1 and Iso2 were compared time point by time point against Anc (not significant at the 0.05 level). With Pop, the differences were found to be significant at t (d) Optimal adsorption rate and trade-offs between plaque size and productivity depend on host density
The mathematical model was used to investigate the following: (i) whether a reduction in adsorption rate (expressed as probability of attachment, p att ) can lead to increased fitness; (ii) whether there is an optimal adsorption rate; and (iii) whether this optimum depends on ecological factors, such as host density (H ) and growth of the host population. This was done by varying p att , H and host doublings per hour and determining plaque size and plaque density. Our simulations show (figure 3) that at high and intermediate host density (H ¼ 1 and 0.5), large plaques are obtained at relatively low p att (less than or equal to 0.075); above this point, plaque size is a decreasing function of p att . When hosts are rare (H ¼ 0.1), the trend is reversed and an increase in p att leads to an increase in plaque size with a maximum around p att ¼ 0.2. However, at both low and high host densities, low attachment probability maximizes plaque density. In these simulations, the population of uninfected cells was kept constant in order to separate the effects of different host densities. In a dynamic host population where uninfected host cells were allowed to divide, the curves converge (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2 ) but in all cases, relatively low p att (between 0.05 and 0.075) are optimal for maximizing plaque size, plaque density and overall productivity.
Discussion
Phages such as wX174 and ID11 are ideal model organisms for asking broad questions about the evolution of pathogens and for studying the interplay between ecological and evolutionary dynamics [24] . Their genomes are small and well characterized [25] and this provides us with the luxury of being able to map genotype to phenotype to fitness, which is difficult in other organisms [23] . In this study, we found that isolates obtained from a population of phage evolved on surfaces for over 500 generations that have a single point mutation in the major capsid protein (F378) of ID11 have significantly slower adsorption but no difference in lysis timing or burst size. The fact that this particular mutation was detected at high frequency in multiple spatial locations and multiple replicate lines in the evolved population (see the electronic supplementary material) suggests that it is adaptive. Substitutions in the major capsid protein F have been rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc. R. Soc. B 281: 20132563 seen in other experimental evolution studies with wX174 [36, 37] . Mutations in F, particularly those that occur at protein-protein interfaces have been found to affect capsid stability, which can in turn affect host recognition and virion assembly [35, 38, 39] , but the mechanism by which the mutations we isolated might change adsorption rate is still unclear.
We explored the fitness consequences of this mutation in a spatially structured environment by measuring the size and density of plaques relative to the ancestor. Isolates bearing this mutation produced larger plaques that also had more phage per unit area. This is consistent with the findings of Gallet et al. [30] who constructed isogenic strains of phage l that differed in adsorption rate, lysis timing and virion morphology and examined the effects of these parameters on plaque formation. They found that increased adsorption rate had a negative impact on plaque size and productivity, and existing models of plaque growth (e.g. [18, 22, 30] ) were unable to explain these results. Furthermore, in our evolution experiment (see the electronic supplementary material), phage populations were bottlenecked at each transfer by stamping a subpopulation onto naive hosts using a sterile 384 pin replicate picker. Hence, we hypothesize that, in order to survive the spatial bottleneck, phage should have either reached high frequency or should have spread across the plate to increase the probability of being transferred. As a result, a mutation that simultaneously confers both traits, i.e. an increase in the ability to spread across a larger spatial region and an increase in the number of progeny per unit area, is likely to be strongly selected for.
To determine whether a reduction in adsorption alone can improve fitness, we ran simulations using an individualbased spatial model and showed that relatively slow adsorption can maximize plaque size, plaque density and overall productivity. Our simulation results showed that the deleterious effects of rapid infection are most pronounced when host density is high ( figure 3) . In a well-mixed system, higher rates of (irreversible) adsorption mean faster infection of susceptible host cells, provided the population of hosts exceeds the phage population. In a spatially structured environment, however, local host densities come into play and, as our We can put these findings in the broader context of pathogen evolution by noting that measures of phage adsorption are similar to measures of pathogen infectivity [13] . Why might reduced infectivity be beneficial to a pathogen in a spatially structured environment? Viewing pathogens as exploiters of host patches, one can use optimal foraging theory [40, 41] to examine trade-offs involved in the evolution of pathogen traits. Optimal foraging theory has been previously used to understand the evolution of virulence (see, for example, [21, 42, 43] and a review in [44] ). By increasing virulence, pathogens reduce their patch residence time and do not maximize the fitness gain from their current patch but may stand to benefit in the long term by moving to and exploiting more productive patches. We can use similar ideas to develop a hypothesis for the fitness benefits of slow adsorption in spatially structured phage populations that takes resource (host) density into account. Like a forager moving from patch to patch, phage released from a cell during lysis diffuse across the bacterial lawn and compete with other phage to initiate new rounds of infection [44] . The density of the lawn (local host abundance) determines the relative risks, benefits and costs of staying in the current location versus diffusing to hosts that are further away. Rapid adsorption strains spend more time in their current location and face competition for nearby cells, whereas slow adsorbers return to the dispersal stage after unsuccessful adsorption events and delay competition by diffusing to cells that are further away. When hosts are abundant, rapid adsorption comes at a net cost because nearby cells are more likely to be already surrounded by phage, while cells further away are more likely to be uninfected. Hence, when hosts are abundant, it is beneficial to delay infection. Conversely, when hosts are scarce, the benefits of competing for a nearby resource outweigh the costs of travelling in search of new patches.
If reduced infectivity is viewed as an altruistic trait (as it comes at the cost of forgoing reproduction and benefits other nearby individuals), then social evolutionary theory predicts [45] that there will be an increase in patch/local population density owing to increased productivity by altruists. This is seen in the increase in plaque density and end population seen in our empirical and simulation results. Models describing interacting patches containing related individuals [46] have predicted that the increased competition between relatives in spatially structured populations will cancel the selective advantage provided by altruism. The fact that reduced infectivity leads to an increase in dispersal may help in alleviating the competitive effects of altruism, as noted in [47] .
The mutations we isolated had no significant effect on lysis time or burst size. This was expected, because lysis in ID11 and other wX-or G4-like phages is mediated by gene E and is tied to host cell division [48, 49] . However, the fact that our pooled population (Pop, figure 1b) showed a slightly delayed start of lysis suggests that there may be other mutants at lower frequency that have longer latent periods. There have been many studies on the optimization of lysis time, but these have primarily involved phage that use the more well-understood holin-endolysin system of lysis characteristic of tailed phages [50, 51] . Mutations in gene E have been found to occur less frequently than mutations in F [24] (suggesting that the lysis mechanism is highly conserved) but regulatory substitutions that lead to changes in lysis time (possibly by affecting cell division) have been seen in related phages [52] .
The effect of the second mutation in F (F184) is unclear. Iso2, which contains this substitution in addition to F378, had similar adsorption and lysis curves and produced plaques that were slightly smaller than those of Iso1. It arose much later in the evolution experiment and very likely on a genome already bearing the earlier substitution F378. All isolates containing the mutant at position F184 also contained the one at F378 (D. Ally, V. R. Wiss, G. E. Deckert, D. A potentially important difference between the model simulations and the experiments is the absence of co-infection in the former and its likely presence in the latter [53] . In the simulations, we assumed that all surplus (co-infecting) phage in a cell are effectively lost, and that this provides a benefit to phage that diffuse further towards 'available' hosts. The fact that we see the same trend of fitness being optimized at low infectivity suggests that infectivity is a phenotype that could experience strong selective forces in a surface-associated population of pathogens; other aspects of the dynamics, for example co-infection, might play a lesser role. This is a topic that warrants further study. In summary, we have provided empirical evidence for the evolution of reduced infectivity in a population of phage that have been evolved to grow in a spatially structured environment. We showed that a phage can increase its fitness in a structured environment by reducing adsorption rate, with no changes in lysis time or burst size, and that host density plays a role in determining the optimal infectivity.
